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Darrin Palumbo (N)

Biographical Information

If you’re elected, what will be your top two priorities for the city, and what actions will
you take to address them within your first six months in office? (Your response may
expand on another answer or relate to a new topic)

What measures should the city take to improve water quality in Marco Island’s
canals?

How will you work to address the lack of affordable workforce housing in Marco
Island?

How will you work to improve neighborhood safety and the overall quality of life for

Campaign Website
http://WWW.DARRINPALUMBO.COM

Darrin Palumbo:
The most major of our challenges is our water quality within our canals and surrounding
areas. Secondly, we need to address the next 25 years of growth while trying to balance a
small island feel with a growing population. The only way either one of these challenges
will be possible is if we address them as a united community. These issues are too big to
fix if we are divided.

Darrin Palumbo:
The first step is that the City must convince the residents that we need to bite the bullet,
foot the bill, and do whatever is necessary to address our water quality issues. From there,
we can look at improving our water and sewer plant, organic fertilizers, joining with other
coastal communities to fight for clean water on a local and state level, and any other
technologies available to us.

Darrin Palumbo:
This is a serious issue; no ideas should be discounted. We could look towards possible
land purchases in the 951 corridor of Naples, we could consider employee stipends that
can only be used towards housing on Marco or in the East Naples area. The City could
work with generous residents/property owners who are willing to rent at reduced cost for
our workforce. All options need to be considered.

http://www.darrinpalumbo.com/
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the residents of Marco Island, especially youth and families?

What measures should the City take to address flooding and potential loss of
property and life caused by tides (i.e., king tide/sunny day flooding), storms, and
rising sea level?

Select this Candidate
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Darrin Palumbo:
A police force that is engrained in our community and working together with our citizens is
a must. We need something that resembles a small-town police force from years ago
where everyone knows the officers personally. Our Chief is working in that direction and is
off to a great start. More City-sponsored outdoor activities would increase quality of life
for all residents of Marco Island

Darrin Palumbo:
Truthfully, this is not an issue that Marco Island may be able to address on its own. This will
need to be addressed on a county and state-wide level. However, we should consider
higher building elevations, beachfront dredge and fill, and introducing more natural
vegetation on the dunes. In addition, better swale maintenance and drainage definitely
needs to be addressed.
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